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“At that moment I saw myself clothed in a long 
black garment with a white cross on my breast, 

and below the cross the holy name of Jesus 
was written in white letters. At that instant I 

heard these words spoken to me: “This 
signifies how pure and spotless that heart 

should be which must bear the Holy Name of 
Jesus graven upon it” 

 

St. Paul of the Cross 

Preface to the Original Rule, 1720 

Letter No #1 to Bishop Francis M. Arborio Di Gattinara 



TO ENGRAVE 
to excavate 

to carve or shape with a chisel 

to carve or cut into a hard surface 

to impress or fix deeply 



The Art  

of  

Hand Engraving 



Each piece is centred in the 
engravers block 



White paint is applied to assist 
the layout of the lettering, logo 

or crest 



Lines are hand drawn for 
centering and size 



Lettering is drawn free hand, 
there are no machines used 



Each item is then hand scribed 



Scribe lines are used as guides 
for the hand engraver 



Each line is hand carved and 
this process is the same for 

each letter 



This monogram has over one 
hundred individual cuts 



After hand engraving each 
piece is machine polished 



Then the item is steam cleaned 



Hand engraving is more than 
personalising jewelry or 

giftware. It is an heirloom to be 
enjoyed forever. 



“At that moment I saw myself clothed in a long 
black garment with a white cross on my breast, 

and below the cross the holy name of Jesus 
was written in white letters. At that instant I 

heard these words spoken to me: “This 
signifies how pure and spotless that heart 

should be which must bear the Holy Name of 
Jesus graven upon it” 

 

St. Paul of the Cross 

Preface to the Original Rule, 1720 

Letter No #1 to Bishop Francis M. Arborio Di Gattinara 



May the Passion of Jesus be always in our hearts 
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